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By T C Mill

Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. The complete Lady Crayl short stories are now gathered together in an
omnibus for the first time ever! When Elise Caryl and her forces successfully take command of an
enemy castle, she recognizes the defending commander: Adam Tynae, the knight she loved and lost
long ago. Determined that nothing will come between them anymore, she seeks to prove it to the
man she owns heart, body and soul-using whatever tools come to hand, from riding crops to knives
to lengths of ribbon. Happily, Elise and Adam have a few more marks to make, and a few more
bonds to writhe in. After Adam surrenders, Lady Crayl will reward him with a far more pleasant
manner of submission. Content: These four short stories about a Dominant lady and her loving
knight make up 28,000 words of tender romance and chivalry along with scorching erotic content,
including knives, sensation play, and bondage. Adult readers only.
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ReviewsReviews

A brand new e-book with a new viewpoint. I actually have read and so i am certain that i am going to gonna read again once more later on. I am quickly
could get a pleasure of studying a published ebook.
-- Ana sta sia  K er luke-- Ana sta sia  K er luke

The publication is simple in go through preferable to fully grasp. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Mr s. Josia ne Collins-- Mr s. Josia ne Collins
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